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Hindsight 

 

All children are taught the important lesson of not having, early in life, when they are pried 

and peeled away from the objects that endlessly fascinate them.  

 

Bubbles that float past their grape-large eyes. Swings that oscillate into, and out of their 

sights. Could've-been friends at engrossing games of street cricket. The cursed balloon and 

trinket vendor. The way light catches at the waves of a swimming pool or the mirrors on a 

dupatta. 

 

My mother tells me this is an important lesson I have missed. 

 

Nothing could be kept from me, and my circular field of vision. 

 

My mother could never physically prevent my seeing the things she'd rather have me not 

see. Not the hurried-past eunuchs, white-eyed old men, tripod dogs, and living anomalies 

too complicated to explain to seven year olds. Not the goings on between the ajar doors of 

my parents' room that were thought shut after me. Not the trivialities we leave behind. Not 

the heartbreaks we move on from. 

 

Not the question marks my father's retreating footsteps made as he disappeared into the 

mist of young memory. 

 

If the world is a theater, it is one with engineered props, meaningless subplots, and 

beautiful distractions. And I, am an all-seeing centerpiece, standing at the heart of a 

snowglobe. 

 

-- 

 

Our home is as unremarkable, or as fascinating as any other; a familiar disarray of objects.  
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Niches and grooves etched in this heap of nostalgia triggers, are owned by each of our 

family's members with unquestioned authority. The depression at the best-view seat on the 

overstuffed couch, is my retired uncle's. The telephone stand with intersecting Scotch-rings 

and frustration-lashed crosswords are also his. The gnawed footstool is entitled to our Lhasa 

Apso, Teddy. The reclining chair turned stubbornly away from the TV room, facing the 

threadbare garden, always with one slipper facedown, is my mother's. Sometimes a belly-up 

magazine, a runaway ball of wool, or strays of newspaper bits also claim her possession. Far 

into the shadows, pinched in the right angle of two book-walls, lit by the halo of a solo 

lantern, is my sister's single-seater. 

 

What I call mine, is our antiquated swing. The only place in my mother's mother's mother's 

house that seats me as the all-seeing peacemaker, the one person trusted to see all points 

of view. 

 

Giving me company, is my uncle's mid-level aquarium, filled with vegetarian sharks, goldfish, 

moustachioed angel fish, and kissing gourami absently nibbling at the faux plants, each 

other's tails, or strings of their own shit. 

 

Back at school, I'd draw the best fish. I had a special fondness for them. The only other 

creatures in the animal kingdom whose range of vision matched mine. I'd take great pains in 

rendering justice to the way light conducted itself around their diaphanous fins. Lateral fins, 

dorsal fins. Like my own eyes. Lateral. Dorsal. Working together for some semblance of 

order in a world that repeatedly resisted it. 

 

-- 

 

About five times a week, I sit at the staircase that leads to the medical shop under the 

station, and wait. 

 

There are some repeats, usually on their way home from the commercial district. Lipstick 

red ballerinas. Hurried black Oxfords with ends pointed at sales targets. Punched-in-with-

body-weight flip-flops. Going-to-the-gallery loafers flirting with the ends of linen trousers. 
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Big toes with gnarled nails hugging the grips of dirty pink wedges; middle toes ringed with 

silver. Nondescript Batas, left foot landing with overcompensating self-respect, right 

dragging along sheepishly; left foot motioning for the other to hurry up, the right catching 

up in hiccups. 

 

A pair of blue suedes tip-toe, but realizing futility, give up the endeavour of surprise, and 

hurry down. 

 

Hi. 

 

She, and her two brown eyes. 

 

Getting up, I dust the seat of my pants. I bend to fold her into my chest. She smells of 

berries, body-warmed mystery, and cigarettes. 

 

I close my eyes and swim in the rush. The mixing of tides between the feeling of falling face-

forward into familiarity, and the feeling of falling backwards into the unfathomable 

blackness between her arms. 

 

-- 

 

She's a sound back sleeper.  

 

She laughs at my envy and says, well, she envies that I can never turn my back to her, and 

yet, that it must be so easy to detach, with two extra eyes that can wander wherever they 

want to. I laugh at her wisdom. There is nothing as real as the insecurity of people in love. 

 

I then tell her my new plan. My next project. Forget cartography, maps, trying to plot the 

ends of this shape-shifting country. I, I tell her, am going to paint. 

 

Her eyes widen with interest. 
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Yes, I'm going to paint. And I'm going to rework the greats. I'm going to paint them as a 

series: what went on behind the masters while they were painting these paintings. I'll call 

this series, Hindsight. 

 

Her eyes light up. For example? 

 

I tell her, say, if I were reworking the Mona Lisa, I'd paint a rumpled bed. Or Mona Lisa's 

parents, hovering close. Maybe a simple mirror. Perhaps, vials and phials of opium. 

 

She smiles and claps her hands in glee. Tomorrow, we'll go to the library, and then the art 

supplies shop. 

 

-- 

 

My mother is hysterical. She says some newspaper journalist had called and asked if I was 

home. And then, had gone on to ask a few million questions after finding out it was my 

mother answering the phone. Mother laughs, her voice ascending an excitement I haven't 

heard in years. Oh god, not a single baby picture of her first born in proper underwear. My 

sister crushes my ribs, saying my reinterpretation of The Creation of Adam - with the Devil 

chuckling - was her favourite. My uncle sniffles that I'll go to hell for blasphemy. 

 

Teddy just licks my feet, happy that I finally don't smell of turpentine. 

 

-- 

 

The gallery is chockfull of people fascinated by many things. 

Sometimes, my work. But mostly, my eyes.  

 

I take the ladies swirling expensive Merlot in their glasses through my work. This is Van 

Gogh's Starry Night. Yes, I think behind Van Gogh was a barely furnished cupboard of a 

room, with a tattered mattress laid out on the floor, yeast-overgrown bread, and no water 
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by the side. That's right. I feel that on a table in Robert Hughes' room, was a jar of trapped 

restless fireflies while he painted Midsummer Eve. 

 

They laugh when they see a clothesline with vests, runny cheese, and eggs sunny side up as 

a reimagined Dali. They ooh at the tree with fully bloomed night jasmines, titled Hughes' 

Night. They aah when they see Friedrich's Wanderer in a lonely, mood-lit crutch. They 

murmur excitedly at Picasso's Don Quixote - a sharp, singular source of light. 

 

And then, they go on to explain how I actually have five eyes - four external, and one, my 

most powerful, my inner mind's eye. Every journalist, critic, visitor asks if my eyes - termed 

"extra", "how shall we say it... Vestigial?", "rear-view", "additional", "mutated", 

"paranormal", "superhuman", "...special" - are the inspiration for my work. I tell them, the 

masters' paintings are. Some magazines ask if my hair gets in the way. Some freelancer asks 

if I have custom-made car seats. An NGO asks if I've applied for minority status.  

 

The flashes blind me from all sides. And the kids ask if they can take a picture with the back 

of my head. 

 

-- 

 

Together, we've counted about eighteen articles that had the phrase, "There is more to this 

man than meets the eye". I can almost hear her baffled laughter when she sends me a 

clipping from a socialite-tab-keeping website. This one covered a costume party where 

some inventive man had gone wearing an opera half-mask backwards, with a paintbrush, 

maulstick, and palette in hand. She tells me she's been asked by hitherto disinterested 

girlfriends what it feels like, to, you know, with a celebrity/a freak. 

 

I delete an email asking me to endorse yet another pair of unimaginative spectacles. I 

decline an invitation to talk at a convention where naturally gifted humans - men and 

women with extra thumbs, with the ability to swallow glass, or who have been hiccuping for 

twenty years now - were being featured. I answer a columnist who'd asked if I were 

superhuman, in two lines: "If I were superhuman, my only superpower would be that 
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nobody could attack me from the back. Even surprise is lost on me, my dog manages it twice 

a day." 

 

I switch off the computer, sit with my uncle, and switch on the TV. 

 

My uncle readjusts himself on the new sofa, folding and unfolding his knees. He mumbles 

that it's too soft, that he sinks too deep in, and getting- getting- getting out of it is such a 

pain. Teddy keeps barking at the new iron-railing door outside the house, and whines at the 

gate that's now twice its old height. He wants to go to the mudpiles where we're raising the 

compound walls. 

 

My mother's chair, and my sister's single seater have turned and inched closer to the TV 

where we watch the latest in the installment of, what my sister has begun to call, curiosity 

crimes: an hour where a panel discusses whether my two extra eyes are vestigeal, 

supernatural, or deserving of pity. An expert doctor suggests it's an outcome of genetic 

mutation that comes from this malaise called inbreeding, hinting that my parents were 

probably closer than first cousins. A concerned lady with a big bindi tsks, wondering how 

cruel my school days must've been. 

 

The camera then cuts to a tight shot of the eyes of the bright man in the khadi kurta who 

says I ought to donate my two extra eyes. 

 

My uncle turns off the TV, and flings the remote. 

 

-- 

 

She zips my sweatshirt up to my chin, and puts my hood up. 

 

She locks arms with me and we walk in the park. It's December. The bright pink Tabebuias 

lay themselves out against the impossibly blue sky. Other naked trees idly puncture the 

breeze. The air is stirred with moisture and invisible pins of cold. I inhale till my lungs hurt 

and my head buzzes.  
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I stand in the 4 o' clock sun, eyes shut, feeling gold filter through my cheeks, and blaze my 

irises. I can see the red outline of Queen Victoria's back. Crowds of parrots cheep noisily, 

beating their wings furiously on their way home. Old men laugh on the benches. A young 

woman reads to three enraptured children. Youngsters sprawled on their stomachs and 

backs crack dirty jokes and eat peanuts. I open my eyes, and see sunlight break at my 

eyelashes, and tinkle at the blades of cut grass. Her hair and the browns of her eyes are 

crisp, deep, alive. 

 

We continue to the aquarium. A little boy coming out bumps into my knees. His mother 

apologizes and drags him away. My hood slips. 

 

The little boy keeps turning to look at me.  

 

-- 

 


